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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we investigate the deficiency of uncontrolled asymmetrical transmission power over multiple channels in ad
hoc environments. We further propose a novel distributed transmission power control protocol called the distributed power
level (DPL) protocol for multi-channel ad hoc networks without requiring clock synchronization. Specifically, different
transmission power levels are assigned to different channels, and nodes search for an idle channel on the basis of the
received power so that the maximum allowable power of the preferred data channel is larger than or equal to the received
power. If the most preferred channel of the least maximum power is busy, the nodes are able to select the next channel and
so forth. As a result, interference is reduced over channels because the nodes that require higher transmission power are
separated from interfering with the nodes that require lower transmission power. Two transmission power control modes
are introduced for DPL: symmetrical and asymmetrical. For the symmetrical DPL protocol (mode), nodes transmit at
the same power level assigned to the selected channel. On the other hand, for the asymmetrical DPL protocol, nodes are
allowed to transmit at a lower or equal power level that is assigned to the selected channel. Extensive ns-2-based simulation
results are presented to demonstrate that the proposed protocols can enhance the network throughput compared with the
existing uncontrolled asymmetrical transmission power protocol. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Because of the transmission power constraint, multihop ad hoc networks have recently gained significant
attention because of their low-cost deployment, infrastructurelessness, and coverage extension. However, the performance of wireless ad hoc networks is limited because
of interference when nodes transmit at the maximum
power. Unwanted transmission power added to useful
power over a channel becomes interference that not only
degrades the network performance but also wastes nodes’
energy, a crucial resource. Thus, transmission power is
a major factor that can affect the network performance,
and transmission power control (TPC) is one solution that
can not only improve the spatial reuse but also reduce
the interference.
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For single-channel networks, a simple TPC protocol has
been proposed to save energy at the medium access control
(MAC) layer called BASIC, or SIMPLE [1,2]. This protocol uses the maximum power to transmit request-to-send
(RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS) packets, then determines
the minimum required power to transmit data and acknowledgement (ACK) packets. This approach has been proven
to cause more collisions and consequently consume more
energy [3–6]. For example, a source node exchanges RTS
and CTS packets with a destination node using the maximum power, and the source node transmits its data packet
at the minimum required power. Any node that has a packet
senses the channel, but because the ongoing transmission
is transmitted at a low power, the node assumes the channel is idle, and then it transmits its RTS packet at the
maximum power. Thus, the node may interfere with the
ongoing transmission.
Although using multiple channels with power control
can increase the network performance [7], applying the
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BASIC scheme over multiple channels can limit the performance. In [8], the dynamic channel assignment with
power control (DCA-PC) protocol has been proposed
for multi-channel networks. DCA-PC shares the same
approach as BASIC; thus, the same problem that occurs in
BASIC also exists in DCA-PC. In other words, DCA-PC
uses uncontrolled asymmetrical transmission power over
any channel.
In this paper, we study the deficiency of uncontrolled
asymmetrical transmission power. Our main contributions are twofold. First, we propose a novel distributed
TPC protocol called the distributed power level (DPL)
protocol for multi-channel ad hoc wireless networks in
order to resolve the uncontrolled asymmetrical transmission power problem. The main idea is to enhance the
network throughput by efficiently using multiple channels with TPC in a distributed manner. DPL allocates
different maximum allowable power values to different
channels; therefore, nodes select their channels on the
basis of their minimum required transmission power, so
interference is reduced over channels. Second, we introduce two TPC modes for the DPL protocol: symmetrical
and asymmetrical. For the symmetrical DPL protocol,‡
nodes transmit at the power that has been assigned to
the selected channel, thereby creating symmetrical links
over any channel. The asymmetrical DPL protocol, on
the other hand, allows nodes to transmit at a power that
can be lower than or equal to the power assigned to the
selected channel.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the related work, and Section 3
presents the deficiency of uncontrolled asymmetric transmission power in multi-channel networks. In Section 4, we
propose the novel distributed power control protocol for
multi-channel ad hoc networks. Then, the performance
evaluation through simulations using ns-2 is given in
Section 5. Section 6 briefly presents some discussions
about our proposed protocols and some practical aspects
related to power assignments for different frequency
ranges. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK
Designing multi-channel MAC protocols and TPC
protocols for wireless networks has been studied [6,8–23].
For single-channel networks, the TPC protocols that are
similar to BASIC are proposed in [1,2]. Nodes transmit
RTS and CTS packets at the highest power and then determine the minimum required transmission power to transmit
data and ACK packets. In [1], the power-aware routing
optimization protocol is proposed. The power-aware routing optimization is a routing protocol where the routing
metric is the summation of transmission power values so
that nodes select the minimum transmission power values
‡
In this paper, we use the term the symmetrical (asymmetrical) mode
and the symmetrical (asymmetrical) DPL protocol interchangeably.
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to save energy. As mentioned in the pervious section, The
BASIC scheme has been proven to increase collisions and
consume more energy [4–6].
A new TPC protocol is proposed at the MAC layer
called Power Control MAC [4] to resolve the asymmetrical links associated with BASIC. Unlike BASIC,
Power Control MAC determines the minimum transmission power, but, during data packet transmissions,
nodes periodically increase and decrease the transmission power between the maximum power and the minimum power. The main focus of this protocol is to save
energy. Power-stepped protocol is proposed in [24], and
it allows each nodes to operate at one of transmission
power levels. The selected power level of any node must
be within one level higher or lower than that of any of
its neighbors.
In [22], a new TPC protocol, called POWMAC, has been
proposed to create asymmetrical links in the network. The
idea is similar to the BASIC scheme but is more complex. In [25], a new adaptive transmission power controlled
MAC protocol, called ATPMAC, is proposed to enhance
the network throughput by using a single channel and a single transceiver. ATPMAC adjusts not only the transmission
power but also the carrier sensing threshold.
Another approach that incorporates power control is
called topology control, which determines a common minimum transmission power for such networks to be used by
all nodes so that the networks are connected [21,26,27].
The slotted symmetric power in [23] divides the time
into large slots, and each large slot contains small slots.
In each small slot, nodes turn their maximum power values to a fixed value (meaning that the transmission powers are P1 and P2 in small slot i and small slot i C 1
and so on). After each large slot, nodes begin to use the
same sequence of power values again. A global position
system is employed in each node to synchronize the network, and the slotted symmetric power does not utilize
multiple channels.
A recent study shows that the capacity of multi-channel
multi-radio wireless networks can be increased by exploiting power control [7]. For multi-channel networks, much
research work of TPC has been done for centralized networks [28–30]. A centralized polynomial-time linear programming with sequential fixing is proposed in [31] to
solve the joint power/rate control and channel assignment problem. Our focus is on distributed multi-hop ad
hoc networks. In [32], the authors proposed a distributed
power allocation utilizing game theory in cognitive radio
networks. Extra monitoring stations are required, and
time synchronization is assumed for both user nodes and
the extra monitoring stations for their distributed algorithm. The authors in [33] used game theory to propose a
distributed algorithm to achieve distributed power control
in cognitive radio networks. Similar to [32], the proposed
distributed power control in [33] assumes that monitoring
sensors are placed on the edge of the primary network cell
by the secondary network and that secondary users are
synchronized. A distributed power control for cognitive
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2012) © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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networks is proposed in [34], and secondary users adjust
their transmission power according to the primary link control feedback. In addition, the secondary users operate on
only one licensed channel.
Wu et al. proposed the DCA-PC protocol [8], which is
an extension of the dynamic channel assignment (DCA)
protocol [18] that sets the power levels of all channels
to the maximum level. They showed that DCA-PC performs better than DCA because of power control. DCAPC resolves three problems: channel assignment, medium
access, and power control. DCA-PC does not require any
kind of synchronization among nodes, so does our proposed protocol. Whenever a node has a packet to transmit, it must compete over the control channel to reserve
a data channel. The channel assignment occurs on an
on-demand basis. For example, sender S negotiates with
receiver R over the control channel by using RTS, CTS,
and reservation (RES) packets with the highest power to
select a data channel and determine the necessary power
for the data transmission. Thus, DCA-PC creates asymmetric links over any data channel, or, specifically, tends
to be similar to BASIC over each data channel. Comparing our proposed DPL protocol with the DCA-PC protocol,
there are two major differences. First, DPL forces a node
in the network to select an idle channel on the basis of the
received power and its corresponding required transmission power (i.e., composing between channel assignment
and power control), whereas DCA-PC allows the node to
select an idle channel regardless of the received power (i.e.,
decomposing between channel assignment and power control). Second, DPL allocates different maximum allowable
power values to different channels, and nodes only transmit at a power that is less than or equal to the allocated
power of a selected channel. However, DCA-PC does not
have this constraint.
In [35], a multi-channel power-controlled directional
MAC protocol is proposed, and the protocol has two radio
interfaces. One interface is an omnidirectional antenna and
fixed on the control channel, whereas the other one is a
directional antenna and switchable between data channels.
Nodes exchange RTS and CTS packets at the maximum
power over the control channel to determine the minimum required power, selected data channel, and direction.
The proposed multi-channel power-controlled directional
MAC protocol selects an idle data channel without power
constraint, but because it uses a directional antenna on
data channels, the uncontrolled asymmetrical transmission
power problem does not occur even though the problem
has not been mentioned.
An intelligent MAC with busy tones and power control protocol is introduced in [36]. Specifically, it uses a
dual busy tone multiple access protocol [37] with power
control. The common bandwidth is divided into four subchannels: a data channel, a control channel, a narrowband transmit tone (BTt ), and a narrow-band receive tone
(BTr ). The BTt and BTr tones indicate whether there is
a transmission or reception, respectively. If there is no
signal over BTr , a sender transmits an RTS packet at
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2012) © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/wcm
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the maximum power. However, if the sender senses BTr
to be busy, the sender transmits at the minimum power
computed by the received power signal from BTr . If the
receiver senses BTt to be idle, the receiver transmits a
CTS packet and turns its busy receive tone BTr on. Otherwise, the receiver ignores the RTS packet. An enhancement of the aforementioned protocol is presented in [38].
There is only one data channel, which does not exploit
multiple channels.
Nasipuri et al. divided the whole bandwidth into
M non-overlapping channels [39]. A node in the network can transmit or receive over all channels, but it
is allowed to transmit or receive over only one channel at a time. All nodes have the capability of listening
to all channels and select their channels that have the
minimum interference, and this implies the nodes have
the same number of interfaces as the channels. However, it is unpractical to have as many wireless interfaces as channels in each node (e.g., IEEE 802.11a has
12 channels).
The multi-channel MAC (MMAC) protocol is proposed
by So and Vaidya [40] to utilize all available channels.
They solved the multi-channel hidden terminal problem
by synchronization. At the beginning of the ad hoc traffic indication message (ATIM) window, nodes turn their
transceivers into the default channel. A pair of nodes
reserves a channel by exchanging ATIM, ATIM-ACK, and
ATIM-RES packets during the ATIM window. After the
ATIM window, the successful pairs turn their transceivers
to their agreed channels (including the default channel).
Then, the nodes start transmitting following the IEEE
802.11 MAC standard. Each node has a single halfduplex transceiver, which is able to switch between channels. In [41], TMMAC is proposed and extended with
the same idea as MMAC to enable the nodes that have
not exchanged ATIM, ATIM-ACK, and ATIM-RES packets during the ATIM window to sleep after the ATIM
window. MMAC and TMMAC require tight clock synchronization, which is difficult to achieve in multi-hop
networks [42–44].
Bahl et al. introduced the Slotted Seeded Channel
Hopping (SSCH) protocol [13] to improve the capacity
of wireless LAN. SSCH is a link layer over the IEEE
802.11-compliant wireless interface and is a distributive
protocol for choosing a channel. This protocol requires
only one radio interface and follows the parallel rendezvous approach [45]. The sender must synchronize partially with the receiver. If the number of nodes more than
twice the previous occurrence is synchronized, the protocol desynchronizes the nodes in order to avoid congestion.
The channel is scheduled on the basis of the prime module. The efficient multichannel MAC (EM-MAC) protocol is proposed in [46]. EM-MAC is a duty-cycling MAC
protocol and follows the parallel rendezvous approach,
similar to SSCH. However, SSCH and EM-MAC suffer
from the busy receiver problem [15,47]. A comparison
of different multi-channel MAC protocols is presented
in [45].
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3. DEFICIENCY OF
UNCONTROLLED ASYMMETRICAL
TRANSMISSION POWER IN
MULTI-CHANNEL MULTI-HOP
NETWORKS
This section details the deficiency of uncontrolled asymmetrical transmission power, another form of the hidden
terminal problem that wastes the channel bandwidth, in
multi-channel networks [3–5,40].
Figure 1(a) illustrates this problem. Suppose each node
has two transceivers: one is fixed on the control channel to
reserve a data channel, and the other is switchable between
data channels. RTS and CTS packets are transmitted over
the control channel, and data and ACK packets are transmitted over any reserved data channel. In addition, physical
carrier sensing is used before transmitting. TPC is also
used and determined via RTS/CTS handshaking. The maximum power is emitted over the control channel, and minimum required powers are applied over any selected data
channels. The illustrated protocol is similar to the DCA-PC
protocol [8].
Without loss of generality, suppose that node A has
a packet for node B. To obtain a data channel, node A
transmits an RTS packet, which attaches its free channel
list available at A, at the maximum transmission power.
If node B successfully receives the RTS packet, node B
selects a data channel, determines the minimum transmission power, and transmits a CTS packet, which includes
the selected channel and the minimum power, over the
control channel. For example, as shown in Figure 1(a),
if node B chooses Channel 3, then nodes A and B turn
their transceivers to Channel 3. Before transmitting, node
A must sense the channel for a certain amount of time
to avoid collisions (e.g., the distributed interframe space
(DIFS) period). If no transmission exists within the carrier
sensing range of node A, node A starts the transmission
by using the determined minimum power. As shown in
Figure 1(a), node C cannot decode the CTS packet
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correctly because node C is not within the transmission
range of node B.
If node C has a packet for node D, node C follows the
same procedure as node A to select a data channel; thus,
nodes C and D may choose Channel 3 for the data transmission. Node C must sense Channel 3 before transmitting the
packet to node D. Because node A is transmitting at a low
power, node C assumes that the channel is idle and starts
transmitting. Meanwhile, node D determines the transmission power emitted from node C. Three cases are possible:
(1) node C transmits at the same power as node A, such
case has been studied in [48]; (2) node C transmits at a
low power than node A, in which case node C might not
interfere with the ongoing transmission between nodes A
and B; and (3) node C is required to transmit at a higher
power than node A, leading to a possible collision over
Channel 3 at node B. In our example, node C transmits
at a higher power than node A, so node C might interfere
with the transmission between nodes A and B. Figure 1(b)
shows different transmission ranges, which is the top view
of Figure 1(a).
Figure 2 shows how the asymmetrical transmission
power problem occurs without having control over any data
channel. Nodes transmit RTS and CTS packets at the maximum power over the control channel (e.g., Channel 1), and
data and ACK packets at any minimum power over any
data channel. In the figure, node A cannot sense the hidden
power from node H over Channel 2, assuming node H starts
the transmission before node A. Thus, node H is interfered by node A. At the same time, because node E cannot
sense the ongoing transmission between nodes C and D
over Channel 3, it interferes with the ongoing transmission.
This problem depends on the node distribution, node density, and traffic load, and it is likely that the problem can
occur when there are few channels in the network.
In single-channel networks, Xu et al. studied the effectiveness of the RTS/CTS packets where all nodes transmit all packets at the highest power [48]. In [3], the
authors studied the power control induced hidden terminal

(a) Channel negations where node C is transmitting to node D and node A

(b) Different ranges when different transmission power values

is transmitting to B

of transmitters are used, leading to unfairness and collisions

Figure 1. The illustration of the uncontrolled asymmetrical transmission power problem in multi-channel environments.
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where Pi is the interference received power at the receiver,
and Pti is the transmission power from the interferer (Pti
is less than, or equal to, Pmax ). In (2), we neglect the
thermal noise because the interference received power is
much higher than the thermal noise. If Ptt is equal to Pti ,
then SINR depends only on the ratio distance between the
interferer and transmitter distances as follows:
SINR D

Pr  r k
D
 TSINR
Pi
d

(3)

However, when the transmission power is different from
node to node, SINR is different:
Pr
D
SINR D
Pi

Figure 2. The asymmetrical transmission power can occur
without control over multiple channels.

problem, which the interferer always transmits at the maximum power because RTS and CTS packets are transmitted
at the maximum power. In multi-channel networks, RTS
and CTS packets are transmitted at the maximum power
over the control channel, whereas data and ACK packets
are transmitted at a power that is equal to or less than the
maximum power on any data channel. In the following
discussion, we analyze the effect of asymmetrical transmission power over a single channel, and the analysis can
be applied to multiple channels. This problem has not been
well studied.
A packet is received correctly if SINR  TSINR , where
SINR is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio and
TSINR is the threshold to accept the packet. With the tworay path loss model, the received power at the receiver is
calculated as
Pr D Ptt

Gt Gr h2t h2r
dk

(1)

where Ptt is the transmission power from a transmitter
(Ptt can be less than, or equal to, Pmax ), and Gt and Gr
are the antenna gains of the transmitter and the receiver,
respectively. The antenna heights of the transmitter and the
receiver are ht and hr , respectively. The distance between
the transmitter and the receiver is d , and k is the path
loss exponent, which is equal to 4. In this paper, we focus
on the homogeneous wireless network, meaning that all
nodes share the same parameters§ similar to [48]. Consider that one interfering node, which has a distance r from
the receiver, is presented, so the receiver measures SINR
as follows:
G G h2 h2

 t 
Ptt t r kt r
r k
Pt
Pr
d
D
D
SINR D
2 h2
i
G
G
h
Pi
d
Pt
Pti t r k t r

(2)

r

§
Gt is equal to Gr , which is 1, and ht is equal to hr , which is 1.5 m.
TSINR is equal to 10. These values are the default values in the ns-2
simulator [49].
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 TSINR
d
Pti
Ptt

(4)

If .Ptt =Pti / is much less than 1, with high probability,
SINR is less than TSINR . In this case, a transmission might
fail (i.e., a collision might occur); therefore, it results in
unfairness¶ because the nodes that transmit at higher transmission power values send their packets correctly. Figure 3
illustrates (4) where Ptt and Pti vary from one of the following power values: 281:1; 56:4; and 18:8 mW; their corresponding transmission ranges are 250; 167; and 127 m,
respectively. In Figure 3, the shadowed areas are the vulnerable areas in which SINR is less than 10 at the receiver;
in other words, a collision occurs at the receiver. Note that
when the transmitter sends its packet at a lower power than
the interferer, the shadowed areas increase. However, when
the transmitter sends its packet at a higher power than the
interferer, the shadowed areas decrease.
In summary, to design a TPC protocol, the transmission power transmitted over a channel should be the same
(e.g., Ptt =Pti D 1) or be approximately the same (e.g.,
Ptt =Pti  1). This design yields to a fair share of a channel among nodes. The higher the value of the transmission
power is, the greater interference exists [50].

4. DISTRIBUTED POWER LEVEL
FOR MULTI-CHANNEL AD HOC
NETWORKS
This section presents our novel distributed DPL protocol
for multi-channel ad hoc networks. The key idea behind
our proposed protocol is to differentiate allowable transmission power levels among channels. In other words, different transmission power levels are assigned to different
channels. In the following, we first summarize our assumptions followed by the list structures and then briefly explain
the channel selection of our protocols in Section 4.3. In
Section 4.4, we present the symmetrical and asymmetrical DPL modes. Finally, we present the implementation
of DPL.
¶

The capture effect problem may occur and result in unfairness.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. The effect of using different transmission power over a channel. The shadowed areas are the vulnerable areas where
collisions occur.

4.1. Assumptions
 There are M channels that have equal bandwidths,

where all channels are able to carry information. One
channel is known as the control channel, and the
remaining M  1 channels are data channels. We
treat channels as a set of bandwidths in the spectrum domain. All broadcast and control packets are
transmitted over the control channel.
 Each node is equipped with two interfaces. The two
interfaces are installed separately from each other
(approximately half of the waveform) without interfering with each other. Therefore, the two interfaces
can operate simultaneously. Each interface is a halfduplex transceiver, meaning that it cannot transmit
and receive at the same time. One interface is fixed on
the control channel, and the second interface is able
to switch between data channels.
 Nodes transmit over the control channel at the maximum power Pmax . However, each data channel is
associated with a maximum allowable transmission
power as shown in Figure 4. For example, the maximum allowable power of the data channel i is set
to be Pimax , where Pmax D P1max  P2max 
max . The power assignment is known
P3max      PM
prior to the nodes in the network (i.e., the power

assignment is configured before the nodes join the
network); therefore, the stability and convergence
issues do not exist in our proposed protocol. Note
that the notion of the transmission power of a node
is not the same as the maximum allowable power of a
data channel (e.g., the transmission power of node A
is PtA and the maximum allowable power of the data
channel i is Pimax ) and that the node is able to change
its transmission power, but not the power assignment
max ). In this paper, we choose the
(P1max ; P2max ; : : : ; PM
power assignment arbitrarily (i.e., no optimization
is considered), and we study the impact of different power assignments on the network throughput in
Section 5.

4.2. List structures
Each node maintains two local list structures: a node allocation list (NAL) and a channel allocation list (CAL).
NAL maintains nodes’ activities, and CAL monitors the
information of data channels. These lists are maintained
by listening to the control channel. A node updates its
NAL and CAL whenever it receives any of RTS, CTS,
or RES packets. NAL contains the following three fields:
nodeID (identification of a node), duration (duration how
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2012) © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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RTS packet. Therefore, a receiving node can look for an
idle data channel.
4.3. Channel selection

Figure 4. Different allowable powers over different channels.

long node nodeID has been busy), and preChannel (preferred channel to reach node nodeID). The received power
of node nodeID is equal to or less than the maximum power
max
), and the preChannel
of Channel preChannel (PpreChannel
field is continuously updated.
Channel allocation list has the following three fields:
chID (identification of a channel), duration (time duration indicates how long Channel chID has been busy), and
max (the maximum allowable power assigned to ChanPchID
nel chID). The duration field is important to avoid the
max field of
multi-channel hidden problem [40], and the PchID
channel chID is fixed and does not changed.
One more list that is generated from CAL is called
an available channel indicator (ACI) list, which indicates
whether Channel i is free (ACI.i / D 1) or not (ACI.i / D
0). Before a node transmits an RTS packet, the node must
generate a new ACI list and include the new ACI list in the

The MAC protocol uses a dedicated control channel and
multiple data channels as illustrated in Figure 5, followed the RTS/CTS/RES handshaking, similar to that of
the DCA protocol [18], because clock synchronization is
not required.
In DCA-PC, receivers select any idle data channel without any restriction. However, in DPL, receivers select a
data channel on the basis of the received power so that the
maximum allowable power of the data channel is larger
than or equal to the received power. If the data channel
of the least maximum power is busy, nodes are able to
select the next data channel and so on. For example, when
node A needs to transmit a data packet to node B, node A
first transmits to node B an RTS packet, which includes the
free channel list that node A is able to use. When node B
receives the RTS packet, it measures the received power.
Next, node B searches for a free channel on the basis of
the received power, so the maximum allowable power of
the channel must be larger than or equal to the received
power; at the same time, both nodes A and B are able to use
the channel. If node B is able to use Channel 3, but Channel 3 is busy, then node B can select Channel 2 (because
of P2max  P3max ). If Channel 2 is free, node B transmits a
CTS packet over the control channel by using Pmax . Upon
receiving the CTS packet, node A transmits its packet to
node B over Channel 2. After the short interframe space
(SIFS) period, node A transmits an RES packet over the
control channel. If node B successfully receives the data
packet, node B responds to node A with an ACK packet
over Channel 2. However, if node B does not find any idle
channel, it transmits a CTS packet to node A. The CTS
packet does not indicate any selected channel and includes

Figure 5. The medium access control protocol using a dedicated control channel and multiple data channels. SIFS, short interframe
space; ACK, acknowledgement; DIFS, distributed interframe space; NAV, network allocation vector; RTS, request to send; RES,
reservation; CTS, clear to send; CAL, channel allocation list; NAL, node allocation list.
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2012) © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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the minimum time for node A to start over again (i.e.,
node A restarts the negotiation process). Section 4.5 presets
the details of the proposed protocol.
4.4. Power control
The DPL protocol sets different emission powers over
different data channels. A node computes the minimum
required power and then selects a data channel whose
power is equal to or greater than the minimum power.
As a result, the node that need higher transmission power
selects a different channel from the node that requires
lower transmission power.
Two power control modes are introduced for DPL. First,
the symmetrical DPL protocol maintains symmetrical links
over all channels (e.g., over Channel i , all nodes are
required to transmit at Pimax ). For example, if node A
prefers Channel 3 to transmit a packet to node B and Channel 3 is busy, then node A can use Channel 2 but transmits
the packet at PtA D P2max (not P3max ). Second, the asymmetrical DPL protocol adjusts the transmission power over
a channel so that nodes are allowed to transmit at the minimum power if necessary. As a result, the asymmetrical
DPL protocol decreases interference over any data channel
and is beneficial especially when nodes take a longer time
to transmit a packet. Note that, by using the asymmetrical
DPL protocol, nodes do not always create asymmetrical
links over data channels, but nodes decrease their powers
if the preferred channels are busy. For example, if node A
can reach node B by using Channel 3 and Channel 3 is
busy, then node A is able to transmit a packet to node B by
using Channel 2 at PtA D P3max (not P2max ).

Table I. List of symbols.

Rd
Rc

Ld
LACK
TDIFS
TSIFS
TRTS
TCTS
TRES
NOW
Tdata

Pmax
Pimax
Pmin
Pr
TSINR

The rate of the data channel
The rate of the control channel
Maximum propagation delay
Payload length of a data frame
Payload length of an acknowledgement frame
Time duration of the distributed interframe space
Time duration of the short interframe space
Time to transmit a request-to-send frame
Time to transmit a clear-to-send frame
Time to transmit a reservation frame
The local current time in each node
Time duration of a complete
data transmission
Tdata D Ld =Rd C TSIFS C LACK =Rc C 2
The maximum transmission power
The maximum transmission power for
Channel i
The minimum required power for a
data transmission
The received power
The threshold power to accept a packet

(2) There is at least one available data channel
that must be available, and there are two
cases. The first case is when node A does
not know the preferred channel of node B,
and node A searches for all the available
data channels, such that
CALŒi :duration  NOW C TDIFS C
TRTS C TSIFS C
TCTS C 2

4.5. Operations

for all i . The second case is when node A
knows the preferred channel of node B,
and node A searches for the data channels whose maximum allowable powers
are greater than or equal to the power of
the preferred channel of node B by using
(6) for all i  NALŒB:preChannel, where
preChannel is the preferred channel to
reach node B.
(3) The control channel is idle for DIFS, following the IEEE 802.11 MAC standard.

To explain how the proposed protocol operates, we use
an example shown in Figure 5. Suppose node A has a
packet for node B, node C is within the transmission range
of node A, and node D is within the transmission range
of node B. Table I presents the list of the symbols, and
Figure 5 shows how the MAC protocol works. The details
of DPL are presented in the following steps.
Step 1. In order for node A to transmit an RTS packet,
three conditions must be satisfied:
(1) Node B is not busy, which is
NALŒB:duration  NOW C TDIFS C
TRTS C TSIFS C
TCTS C 2

(5)

where NOW is the current time of node A,
TDIFS is the time length of DIFS, TRTS is
the duration to transmit an RTS packet,
TSIFS is the time length of SIFS, TCTS is
the duration to transmit a CTS packet, and
 is the maximum propagation delay.

(6)

Step 2.

If all the aforementioned conditions are satisfied, node A transmits the RTS packet, which
includes the packet size (Ld ) and the ACI that
node A is able to use. Otherwise, node A defers
its transmission; that is, node A performs a standard backoff procedure. If the control channel is
idle, node A rechecks conditions (1) and (2). If
conditions (1) and (2) are not satisfied, node A
regenerates another random backoff interval and
repeats Step 1.
When node B receives the RTS (ACI, Ld ) packet
successfully, node B has to determine the desired
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minimum power|| Pmin . Because we consider the
two-ray path loss model in our model, it can be
computed (which is similar to [3,4,8]) as follows:
Pmin D

Pmax TSINR
Pr

power of the CTS packet and determines the preferred channel to reach node B. Moreover, node A
switches its second interface to the selected data
channel and starts transmitting the data packet.
Node A transmits its packet over Chi at a power
according to the power controls described in
Section 4.4. After the SIFS duration, node A
transmits an RES packet that contains the selected
channel and the remaining transmission duration
over the control channel, RES (Chi , Trem ), where
Trem = Tdata TRES TSIFS  . At the same time,
node A updates its lists as follows:

(7)

where TSINR is the threshold power and Pr
is the received power. Then, node B compares
Pmin with transmission powers that are associated
with each data channel. Finally, node B selects
a data channel that satisfies the two following
conditions:
(1) The power level of the data channel is
equal to or greater than Pmin , that is,
Pimax  Pmin , i 2 M  1.
(2) The data channel i is idle:

NALŒB:duration D Tdata ;
NALŒB:preChannel D C h3 ;

CALŒi :duration  .NOW C TSIFS C TCTS
C  / ^ .ACIŒi  D 1/
(8)
When the channel with the least power is busy
(e.g., Channel 3 is the preferred channel to reach
node A), node B checks the channel to see if
the power level is greater than the least power
level. If node B finds a free channel, for example,
Channel 2, node B replies to node A with a CTS
packet that includes the selected data channel and
the transmission duration time, CTS (Chi , Tdata ),
where Tdata D Ld =Rd C TSIFS C LACK =Rc C 2,
where Rc and Rd are the transmission rates for
both control and data channels, respectively. Ld
and LACK are the packet lengths of payload and
ACK frames, respectively. Meanwhile, node B
switches its switchable interface to the selected
channel and updates its lists as follows:

TSIFS C ;
NALŒA:preChannel D Ch3 ;

Step 4.

Step 5.

Step 6.

NALŒA:duration D Tdata C TCTS C
(9)

CALŒ2:duration D NALŒA:duration

NALŒB:preChannel D C h2 ;
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(11)

CALŒ2:duration D Tdata C 

Step 7.
In reality, the desired required power takes into account both the
large-scale effect and the small-scale effect.

However, if node A receives the CTS (Tmin )
packet, indicating that there is no available channel, node A defers its transmission for at least
Tmin , specified by node B. After that, node A
returns to Step 1.
If node A does not receive the CTS packet within
the TSIFS C TCTS C 2 interval, then node A
assumes that the RTS packet is collided, doubles the contention window, counts the number
of retries, and goes to Step 10.
Whenever node C receives the RTS packet
from node A, it measures the received power,
determines the preferred channel, for example,
Channel 4, that reaches node A, and refreshes
its NAL (i.e., NALŒA:preChannel D Ch4 ).
Moreover, node C updates its network allocation vector (NAV) field (i.e., NAV D TCTS C
TRES C 2TSIFS C 2) so that node C does not
interrupt the channel negation between nodes
A and B.
If node D receives the CTS (Chi , Tdata ) packet,
which Chi D 2, from node B, node D measures
the received power of the CTS packet, determines
the reachable channel for node B, and updates its
lists as follows:
NALŒB:duration D Tdata C ;

However, if all channels that satisfy the least
power are busy, node B sends a CTS (Tmin )
packet including the minimum waiting time
(Tmin ) (i.e., Tmin D minfCALŒi :durationg; for
all i  NALŒA:preChannel) after SIFS. Moreover, node B updates only the preferred channel
to reach to node A, that is, NALŒA:preChannel D
Ch3 .
Step 3. If node A receives the CTS (Chi , Tdata ) packet
that has a selected channel, Chi , for example,
Channel 2, then node A measures the received
||

(10)

CALŒ2:duration D Tdata

In addition, node D updates its NAV field (i.e.,
TSIFS C TRES C ) so that node D does not interfere with node A. However, when the CTS packet
does not have a selected data channel, node D
measures the received power of the CTS packet,
determines the reachable channel for node B, and
updates its NAL list.
When node C hears the RES (Chi , Trem ) packet
from node A, node C first measures the received
power of the RES packet, then evaluates the
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preferred channel, for example, Channel 4, for
node A, and finally updates its lists as follows:
NALŒA:duration D Trem ;
NALŒA:preChannel D Ch4 ;

(12)

CALŒ2:duration D Trem
Step 8. When node B receives the data packet with no
errors over Chi , it waits for SIFS and replies
to node A with an ACK packet over the same
channel. If the packet has errors, node B just
ignores it.
Step 9. If node A does not receive any ACK packet within
the TACK CTSIFS C interval after transmitting its
data packet, then node A doubles the contention
window, counts the number of retries, and goes
to Step 10. The data transmission is completed
if node A receives the ACK packet; therefore,
node A resets the number of retries and the contention window, schedules the next packet, and
goes to Step 1.
Step 10. If the number of retries reaches the maximum
number of retries, then the packet is dropped, and
the contention window is reset. Node A schedules
the next packet and goes to Step 1. If the number
of retries has not reached the maximum number
of retries, node A goes to Step 1.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section presents the performance evaluation of the
symmetrical and asymmetrical DPL modes, and our performance metric is the aggregate throughput of all flows in the
network. We compare our proposed protocols with DCAPC [8] and 802.11 MAC. The DPL and DCA-PC protocols
use a dedicated control channel for exchanging the control
packets and the remaining channels for data transmissions;
however, the main differences are the design of TPC and
the channel assignment strategy.
5.1. Simulation model
We have implemented our proposed protocols and DCAPC [8] on ns-2 (version 2.30) [49], and the simulation
parameters are provided in Table II. The radio interface
parameters follow the Lucent’s WaveLAN parameters. The
carrier sensing range is approximately twice the communication range, and the radio propagation model is the tworay path loss model. With the use of the maximum power,
the communication range is 250 m, and the carrier sensing range is about 550 m. In addition, the channel bit rates
are for the control channel and data channels are 1 and
2 Mbps, respectively.
Four channels are available in the network unless
otherwise mentioned. The transmission powers assigned
to each channel are 281:1; 281:1; 56:4; and 18:8 mW,
respectively; their corresponding transmission distances

Table II. System parameters used in simulations.
Parameters
Carrier sense threshold (mW)
Receiver sensitivity (mW)
TSINR
Maximum transmission power Pmax (mW)
Transmission rate for data channels (Mbps)
Transmission rate for the control
channel (Mbps)
Retry limit
DIFS (s)
SIFS (s)
Slot time (s)
CW min
CW max
Maximum propagation delay  (s)
RTS (bits)
CTS (bits)
RES (bits)
ACK (bits)
MAC hdr (bits)
PHY hdr (bits)

Values
1:56  108
3:65  107
10
281.8
2
1
7
50
10
20
32
1024
1
208 C PHY hdr
256 C PHY hdr
208 C PHY hdr
112 C PHY hdr
272
192

are 250; 250; 167; and 127 m, respectively. The first channel is the dedicated control channel, and the remaining
channels are data channels.
In the simulations, no mobility and the constant bit rate
traffic model are assumed. Each point in the simulation
results is the average over 30 different scenarios, and each
simulation lasts 100 s. We consider two different types of
topologies for simulations:
 Chain topology consists of 30 nodes. As shown in

Figure 6, node 1 sends to node 2, node 2 sends to
node 3, and so on. As a result, there are 29 flows.
The packet size is 512 bytes, and the distance between
two adjacent nodes is uniformly distributed between
20 and 230 m.
 Random topology includes 50 wireless nodes
deployed randomly in a 1000 m  1000 m square
area. Each node randomly chooses its destination
located within its communication range. As a result,
there are 50 flows, and a node could be involved in
multiple communications.
5.2. Simulation results
This section presents and discusses the simulation results
under different topologies. We first show the aggregate

Figure 6. A chain topology consists of 30 nodes and 29 flows,
and the distance d between two nodes is a uniform random
variable between 20 and 230 m.
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Figure 8. Aggregate throughput in the random topology with
different network loads.
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throughput of the chain topology with different network loads. We then show the aggregate throughput of
the random topology in terms of various network loads,
packet sizes, sensitivity of power assignments, and number
of channels.
Figure 7 shows the simulation results of 30 nodes
arranged in the chain topology. In the figure, we simulate
the network with different loads. As the data rate per flow
increases, the throughput of all protocols increases. However, as the network load increases, the proposed protocols
outperform the DCA-PC protocol because it suffers from
the uncontrolled asymmetrical transmission power problem. Note that the throughputs of the asymmetrical and
symmetrical DPL protocols are identical because of low
node density and short data transmission time.
Figure 8 shows the aggregate throughput of the random
topology when the packet size is 1000 bytes and the number of channels is 4. It can be seen that as the flow data
rate increases, the network throughput can be improved
for all protocols. When the network load is low, DCAPC achieves better performance than the proposed protocols because the uncontrolled asymmetrical transmission
power problem does not occur. However, the symmetrical
and asymmetrical DPL protocols achieve the best performance for high data rate. In addition, the asymmetrical
DPL protocol achieves a slightly higher throughput than
the symmetrical DPL protocol because it may adjust the
transmission power over any channel and thereby reducing
interference as mentioned in Section 4.4.
Figure 9 shows the network throughput of the random
topology for different packet sizes. We assume that the rate
of each flow is 1 Mbps, and the number of channels is 4. As
the packet size increases, the aggregate throughput of all
protocols increase. Both the asymmetrical and symmetrical DPL protocols outperform the other protocols because
the interference over channels emitted from the proposed
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Figure 9. Aggregate throughput versus packet size in the
random topology.
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Figure 7. Aggregate throughput in the chain topology with
different network loads.
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protocols are lower. However, the asymmetrical protocol
achieves the highest throughput because it emits the lowest
interference. Figure 10 shows the aggregate throughput of
30 different scenarios when the rate of each flow is 1 Mbps
for two different packet sizes (1024 bytes as shown in
Figure 10(a) and 2048 bytes as shown in Figure 10(b)).
Each point shown in the figures represents one scenario
averaged over time. When the packet size is 2048 bytes,
the performance difference between the asymmetrical
DPL protocol and the symmetrical DPL protocol is
more obvious.
Next, we examine the sensitivity of the aggregate
throughput on power assignments. There are many factors affecting the best power assignment. Such factors are
node density, network topology, traffic flow, mobility, and
number of channels. Table III presents the throughput of
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Figure 10. Aggregate throughput of 30 different scenarios in the random topology. DCA-PC, dynamic channel assignment with
power control.
Table III. Sensitivity of throughput based on power assignments in the random topology.
Power assignment

.P1max ; P2max ; P3max / mW
.d1 ; d2 ; d3 / m

Throughput (Mbps)
DPL-symmetrical

DPL-asymmetrical

PA-1

(281:8; 281:8; 9:36)
(250; 250; 100)

6:949792

7:193493

PA-2

(281:8; 281:8; 17:61)
(250; 250; 125)

7:275610

7:565689

PA-3

(281:8; 281:8; 28:18)
(250; 250; 140)

7:215666

7:587570

PA-4

(281:8; 281:8; 115:42)
(250; 250; 200)

6:145187

6:539171

DPL, distributed power level.

different power assignments when the number of channels
is 3. Note that the first channel is the dedicated control
channel, and the allowable transmission power is set to
the maximum transmission power. To maintain the network
connectivity, the second channel is also set to the maximum
transmission power. The third channel is the only channel that we can change its maximum allowable power. In
Table III, the throughput changes when the power assignment changes. Using power assignment 1 (PA-1), both the
asymmetrical and symmetrical DPL protocols achieve better performance than that of using PA-4 because the transmission range of Channel 3 using PA-4 is 200 m, which
is near the transmission range of the maximum transmission power Pmax and that is 250 m. Because the network
topology is random, the ideal transmission range for Channel 3 is approximated as half of the maximum transmission
range ( 125 m). The asymmetrical DPL protocol does not
agree with the symmetrical DPL protocol on choosing the
same power assignment. From Table III, the asymmetrical DPL protocol achieves its highest throughput by using

PA-3, whereas the symmetrical DPL protocol achieves its
highest throughput by using PA-2. This difference occurs
because the symmetrical DPL protocol uses the same transmission power that is assigned to a channel, but the asymmetrical DPL protocol could adjust the transmission power
over any channel as presented in Section 4.4.
Finally, we examine the impact of the number of
channels on the network throughput. We assign different maximum transmission powers to different numbers
of channels as shown in Table IV. Note that we do not
optimize the power assignments; our power assignments
are chosen arbitrarily. However, from the previous discussions, choosing power assignments does affect the network performance. Figure 11 shows the throughput of the
random topology when the number of channel increases
from 3 to 8 for two different packet sizes. Note that the
IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol has the same performance
because it uses a single channel. However, the throughput
of DPL and DCA-PC protocols increases when the number of channels increases. From the figure, the proposed
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2012) © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table IV. Maximum transmission power values and their corresponding
transmission distances for different numbers of channels.
max
.P1max ; P2max ; : : : ; PM
/ mW
.d1 ; d2 ; : : : ; dM / m

Numbers of
Channels (M )
3

.281:8; 281:8; 28:18/
.250; 250; 140/

4

.281:8; 281:8; 56:4; 18:8/
.250; 250; 167; 127/

5

.281:8; 281:8; 93:93; 40:26; 18:8/
.250; 250; 190; 153; 127/

6

.281:8; 281:8; 93:93; 56:36; 28:18; 18:8/
.250; 250; 189; 167; 140; 127/

7

.281:8; 281:8; 140:9; 70:45; 35:225; 18:8; 14:09/
.250; 250; 210; 176; 148; 127; 118/

8

.281:8; 281:8; 140:9; 70:45; 35:225; 18:8; 14:09; 9:36/
.250; 250; 210; 176; 148; 127; 118; 100/
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Figure 11. Aggregate throughput versus number of channels in the random topology.

protocols achieve significant throughput improvement than
DCA-PC and IEEE 802.11 protocols. Moreover, DCA-PC
saturates sooner than the proposed protocols because of
the uncontrolled asymmetrical transmission power problem described in Section 3. When the packet size is
smaller and the number of channels is larger, the asymmetrical DPL protocol behaves similar to the symmetrical DPL protocol because nodes often transmit over their
preferred channels.

6. DISCUSSIONS
One of the techniques that can be used to improve the network performance of both the DPL and DCA-PC protocols
is to use a dedicated control channel for data transmissions,
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2012) © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/wcm

thereby enhancing the network throughput, especially in a
network with few channels [51].
The DPL protocol uses a dedicated control channel
and multiple data channels, and the main advantage of
the approach is that it does not require any kind of
synchronization. However, the asymmetrical and symmetrical DPL protocols can be implemented using other
multi-channel MAC protocols, such as McMAC [11] or
MMAC [40]. In MMAC, whereas the common channel
must be set to the maximum power, other channels can
be different. MMAC requires one transceiver per node but
requires clock synchronization.
The IEEE 802.11a operates in the 5-GHz band, which
is known as the unlicensed national information infrastructure band. The bandwidth is divided into non-overlapping
channels. Different allowable powers are set to different
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Table V. Power allocation for the 5-GHz band.
Frequency Band (GHz)

Maximum allowable power (mW)

5.15–5:25
5.25–5:35
5.725–5:825

40
200
800

channels, and the power values vary from one country to
another. The maximum transmission power for the unlicensed national information infrastructure band according
to the Federal Communications Commission is provided
in Table V [52]. To the best of our knowledge, limited
research work actually considers the allowable power over
different channels so that the DPL protocols are realistic. Most existing multi-channel MAC protocols for multihop ad hoc networks assume that transmission power over
different channels is the same.
The proposed DPL protocols assign different power levels to different channels (e.g., the maximum power level
of data channel 1 is set to be P1max , the maximum power
level of data channel 2 is set to be P2max , and so on), and
different power assignments lead to different throughputs.
Therefore, choosing a proper power assignment is very
critical. One particular power assignment is to set the same
power level for all channels to be equal to the highest maximum transmission power (P max ) so that the symmetrical
DPL protocol behaves similarly to the DCA protocol [18],
whereas the asymmetrical DPL protocol behaves similarly
to the DCA-PC protocol [8].

7. CONCLUSION AND
FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed a novel TPC protocol
called the DPL protocol to overcome the uncontrolled
asymmetrical transmission power problem in multichannel ad hoc networks. The proposed protocol allocates
different allowable power levels to different channels so
that nodes can determine the minimum required transmission power and then select appropriate data channels
for their data transmissions. In addition, two TPC modes
are introduced for DPL: symmetrical and asymmetrical.
For the symmetrical DPL protocol (mode), nodes transmit at the power allocated to the selected data channel.
Alternatively, for the asymmetrical DPL protocol, nodes
transmit at a lower or equal power level as that assigned
to the selected channel. We compare our proposed protocols with existing uncontrolled asymmetrical transmission
power protocol (DCA-PC), and the simulation results using
ns-2 demonstrate that the proposed protocols can effectively prevent the uncontrolled asymmetrical transmission power problem in multi-channel wireless networks,
thereby achieving higher throughput.
In the future, we will develop an adaptive scheme to
assign transmission power levels to different channels on
the basis of node density and the number of channels. Network performance can also be improved by considering

TPC with data rate adaptation that allows nodes to select
channels with the highest data rate.
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